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Today's card was created using several bundles (stamp sets and die sets) that all go together.  I 
used the Christmas Lights Bundle and the Brightest Glow Bundle from the July-December 2022 
Mini Catalog.  Can you see the gold foil shining through the black background and the Christmas 
Tree?  Gorgeous! 

Card Cuts:
Card Base - Cut 1 Very Vanilla cardstock to 11" x 4-1/4", score at 5-1/2"•
Brushed Metallic Panel - Cut 1 to 5-1/4" x 4"•
Panel - Cut 1 Basic Black cardstock to 5" x 3-3/4"•
Brushed Metallic cardstock for die cutting Christmas Tree and Star - Cut to 
approximately 4-1/2" x 2-3/4" for the tree and use a small scrap to die cut the star

•

DSP from the Lights Aglow 6" x 6" Specialty Designer Series Paper for die cutting 
Christmas Tree - Cherry Cobbler pattern - Cut to approximately 4" x 2-3/4"

•

Sentiment Label - Cut 1 Cherry Cobbler cardstock to approximately 3-1/2" x 1-3/4"•
Inside Mat - Cut 1 Cherry Cobbler cardstock to 5-1/4" x 4"•
Inside Panel - Cut 1 Very Vanilla cardstock to 5" x 3-3/4"•
Envelope - Cut 1 coordinating DSP to 6" x 2-1/5"•

1. 
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Stamp the sentiment "Wishing You a Season of Hope & Light" from the Brightest Glow 
Stamp Set in VersaMark ink onto the scrap of Cherry Cobbler cardstock.  Heat set then die 
cut using the coordinating die from the Labels Aglow Dies set.  Set aside for now.

2. 

From the DSP panel, die cut the Christmas Tree from the Twinkling Lights Dies.  There are 
two dies that are used to cut out this Christmas Tree - the outline die and the die that 
cuts out all of the points of light.  Use both of these dies, laying one die inside of the 
other and cut out the DSP Christmas Tree.  Once die cut, use your Take Your Pick tool to 
punch out any of the points of light (this can take a few minutes).

3. 

From the gold Brushed Metallic Panel, die cut a Christmas Tree using only the outline 
die from the Twinkling Lights Dies. Also die cut the star for the top of the tree using the 
die from the Twinkling Lights Dies set.

4. 

Place small drops of glue on the back of the die cut DSP Christmas Tree and adhere to the 
Brushed Metallic Christmas Tree.  See the gold shining through?!  Next, adhere the gold star 
on top of the Christmas Tree.

5. 

Lay the Christmas Tree onto the Basic Black panel - do not adhere yet.  Position the tree 
towards the top of the panel and centered right to left.  I have the top of the star on the tree 
slightly hanging over the top edge of the black panel.  Now, lay multiple star dies around the 
Christmas Tree to determine position.  I used Post It tape to hold the star dies in place.  
There are star dies in both the Twinkling Lights Dies set and the Labels Aglow Dies set, so 
you'll have plenty to cut all at once.  I used two of the larger star dies and five of the smaller 
star dies.  Die cut the stars from the black panel.

6. 

Adhere the black panel to the Brushed Metallic cardstock, making sure that there is an equal 
reveal on all sides.  Adhere this unit to the card front.

7. 

Using Stampin' Dimensionals, adhere the Christmas Tree to the card front.  8. 
Using Stampin' Dimensionals, apply Dimensionals to the bottom and sides of the sentiment 
label and adhere to the card front.  The sentiment label will cover part of the bottom of the 
Christmas Tree.

9. 

Using Satan Edged Ribbon tie a single bow and adhere the bow to the top of the Christmas 
Tree using a Mini Glue Dot.

10. 

On the inside Very Vanilla panel, stamp the additional sentiment "to you and yours this 
Christmas" onto the panel in Cherry Cobbler ink.  Stamp the image of the Christmas Tree 
from the Christmas Lights stamp set partially in the lower right corner of this panel.  Adhere 
the inside panel to it's Cherry Cobbler mat then adhere this unit to the inside of the card.

11. 

While you have Cherry Cobbler ink and the Christmas Tree stamp out, partially stamp the 
tree on to the lower left front of the envelope.

12. 

 Adhere the piece of coordinating DSP to the envelope flap then fussy cut around the flap to 
finish off the envelope.

13. 

The card is complete.  I debated about using this set on a center step fun fold card base but opted 
for an easel fold instead.  This Christmas tree would look very nice on a center step fold card too!  
The greetings in the Brightest Glow Stamp Set are amazing and a must have if you're making all 
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of your Christmas cards this season!  I hope you enjoyed today's card!

Products used to create this card are included on the next page.
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Christmas Lights 
Bundle (English) - 

159961

Price: $45.75

Add to Cart

Brightest Glow 
Bundle (English) - 

159552

Price: $52.00

Add to Cart

Lights Aglow 6" X 
6" (15.2 X 15.2 
Cm) Specialty 

Designer Series 
Paper - 159535

Price: $15.00

Add to Cart

Brushed Metallic 
Cardstock - 

153524

Price: $15.00

Add to Cart

Gold & Vanilla 3/8" 
(1 Cm) Satin 

Edged Ribbon - 
159555

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Very Vanilla 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

101650

Price: $10.25

Add to Cart

Cherry Cobbler 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
119685

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Basic Black 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

121045

Price: $9.25

Add to Cart

Very Vanilla 
Medium Envelopes 

- 107300

Price: $7.50

Add to Cart

Cherry Cobbler 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147083

Price: $8.00

Add to Cart

Versamark Pad - 
102283

Price: $9.50

Add to Cart

Basics Embossing 
Powders - 155554

Price: $18.00

Add to Cart

Heat Tool - 129053

Price: $30.00

Add to Cart

Mini Glue Dots - 
103683

Price: $5.25

Add to Cart

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Add to Cart
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Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25

Add to Cart

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Add to Cart

Take Your Pick - 
144107

Price: $10.00

Add to Cart

Stampin' Cut & 
Emboss Machine - 

149653

Price: $125.00

Add to Cart
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